EVERWIN VIDHYASHRAM
COMPUTER - TERM II
COMPUTING SKILLS
1. The picture tool is used for drawing figures with three or more sides.
2. 1024 GB is 1 Terra Byte (TB).
3. Pen Erase Sets the pens position to down and mode to Erase
4. [128 128 128] is equivalent to gray.
5. Lowercase command is used to converts all uppercase letters in a
text string to lower case.
6. MSW Logo is an interpreted language.
7. A little pen like a symbol seen at the middle of the graphics area to
draw picture is called turtle.
8. A web browsers is a software application for accessing information
on the world wide web.
9. Internet communication is referred to as the sharing of information,
ideas, or simply words over the world wide web, or the internet.
10. A local Area Network is a computer network that spans a relatively
small area.
11. The pause button stops Logo so that you can examines variables,
make changes or whatever.
12. Status button pop up a status window telling you what logo is up to.
13. The commander is where is you will spend most of your logo
session.
14. Press Backspace Key to Erase the character.
15. Press Enter Key to move on next line or start the paragraph.
16. Press shift key to type the letters in uppercase.
17. Example of typing are a cellphone, calculator and keyboard.
18. Typing is the process of writing or inputting text by pressing keys
on a type writer.
19. Shopping has become easier with the advent of internet.
20. Mouse is a device that controls the movement of the cursor or
pointer on a display screen.
21. Memory unit is used to store the data in the storage device.
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22. Abacus was the first instrument used for calculations.
23. Analog computer is a computing device that works on continuous
range of values.
24. Pen up set the pens position to up.
25. PPT is a pen paint.
26. Repeat command is used to runs the instruction list repeatedly,
number of times.
27. PC command is used for pen color.
28. [000 000 000] is equivalent to black.
29. LT stands for left turtle.
30. Show turtle is ST.
31. The first version of logo created by 1967.
32. Expansion of ROM is Read Only Memory.
33. Keyboard is not an output device.
34. Expansion of RAM is Random Access Memory.
35. Software is a set of instructions.
36. Monitor is not an input device.
37. Computer is a electronic device.
38. Scanner is an input device.
39. Types of website is static and dynamic.
40. Process of data is called output.
41. Bye command is used to exit from logo and returns to the operating
system.
42. Fill command is used to fill pens color in any shapes.
43. Expansion of Logo is logic Graphics oriented.
44. Erase tool is used to erase.
45. Find out correct setsc syntax to the screen beckground in logo.
46. Safari is a web browser.
47. Communication is the major role of the internet.
48. Round is used for round the value.
49. Set pen color [000 000 255] is equivalent to Blue.
50. CT stands for clear text.

